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Words and Music by Robin Trower

Bmadd4 7 fr.  Em7 7 fr.  Bmadd4/F  B 7 fr.  #7sus4

Moderately \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{=} 86} \)
Gtr I

Bmadd4

Gtr 1 and 2 Distortion Guitar
Gtr.3 Overdriven Guitar

(All Guitars Tuned Down 1 Step)

Gtr II  \textit{mf}  \textit{(with Auto Wah)}

let ring

let ring
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A Verse

If you stand in the light,

get the feel of the ride and the music.

Bmadd4  Em7

let ring

let ring

let ring
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ABOUT TO BEGIN - Robin Trower

Em7          Bmadd4

fff

T          A          B

sl.          sl.          sl.

Gtr II

plays--------- in your-- ears------

T          A          B

let ring---------

Em7          Bmadd4

head                            you can hear,--------------

Gtr II

let ring---------

Em7          Bmadd4

sweet and clear---- A nd--- the mu - sic that plays

let ring---------
**B Chorus**

F\#7sus4

Em7

your head---

As it flows------------- up

ground---------------- Taking all who hear that sound

let ring---------------

your eyes------ its a - bout----- to be -
ABOUT TO BEGIN - Robin Trower

[D] Verse

Em7

let ring
daring to breath,
a new life——-

Em7

receive
You try hard—— not to break——

Bmadd4

let ring
While at once it seems both,

far and yet so close
If you reach out to touch it

gone As it flows up from the
[Verse 1]

[Music notation]

[Chorus]

[Natural text]

[lyrics]

[Music notation]

[Verse 2]

[Music notation]

[Chorus]

[Music notation]

[Outro]

[Music notation]